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ABSTRACT

Vision-limited people, people with cognitive or learning disabilities,
even people with no such limitations can benefit from casting
the results of scientific computing into physical form using
computer-interfaced Rapid Prototyping "3-D Printers."

The author presents work to date on Mathematical Concretization and
applying tactile captions to 3-D models in-the-round.

The author also presents software and techniques for composing DotsPlus(tm)
Braille text in a Three-Dimensional Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and
Rapid-Prototyping system.
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BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

When one makes an image of a multi-dimensional computational problem,
one transforms the abstract information into a form accessible to a
different sensory modality, opening the problem to interpretation from a
different point-of-view.  This often leads to unexpected discoveries in a
system which was previously only accessible through a highly abstract
means. [1]

The author has demonstrated transforming the abstract language of pure
mathematics directly into three-dimensional, physical form using the
Mathematica compiler of natural, mathematical language and several other
three-dimensional computer-aided design and manufacturing techniques. [2][3]

It should be obvious that taking the results of visual computing from
behind the monitor screen and into three-dimensional, tactile form makes
these results accessible to those who cannot see through a transparent
surface.

For example, in 1998 George Francis, John Sullivan and Stuart Levy created
a film based upon a computer simulation of the Morin sphere eversion.
[4] An eversion is the idea of mathematically turning a sphere inside-out
without cutting it.  This eversion was conceived by Bernard Morin, a
mathematician who has been blind since an early age.

The work of Francis et al. employed a surface bending energy minimizing
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constraint which modified the geometry of the eversion from the form
Morin had originally conceived.  Because Morin could not see the visual
results of the computer simulation, he had no concept of how the geometry
was changed.

In the year 2000 the author, with John Sullivan and Stuart Levy created
physical models of four phases of the Optiverse computer metamorphosis at a
scale of about eight inches in epoxy resin using the Stereolithography
rapid prototyping or "3-D printing" technology. [5]

The author presented these models to Professor Morin at which point
he was immediately able to understand the changes Sullivan
et al. had made to the geometry.

CAM the three-dimensional results of science and mathematics also afford the 
opportunity to re-integrate abstract information into the visualization, which 
is frequently not done in video presentation alone.

INFORMATION INTEGRATION IN THREE PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS

The author has created a physical, three-dimensional model of a hyperbolic
paraboloid -- a quadric surface from high-school mathematics -- and applied
self-adhesive captions to its surface.[6]

The steps in this process were as follows:

The author created geometry for the Hyperbolic Paraboloid using the
ImplicitPlot3D package for Mathematica[2][7].  ImplicitPlot3D creates
triangular polygons after subdividing the space occupied by the mathematical 
function in three variables.  The geometry of the implicit function evaluation 
was then saved to a file using the Mathematica ThreeScript standard package.[2]

A mathematically-generated hyperbolic paraboloid is a theoretical surface
which is infinitesimally thin and cannot physically exist.  Therefore,
the geometry needed to be thickened.  This was done using software written by the 
author.[8]  This step also involved converting the ThreeScript file into Open 
Inventor file format and, ultimately the "STL" format, which is used by Rapid 
Prototyping machines.[9][5]

The finished CAD file was made physical in polymer resin by a Stereolithography 
Apparatus.[5]  After this was done, the author, with the
help of the Science Access Project at Oregon State University, created
self-adhesive, embossed labels using the DotsPlus(tm) mathematical
typesetting standard and a Tiger embossing printer.[10]

The hyperbolic paraboloid exercise demonstrates the basic principle
of creating captions placed in 3-space which refer to mathematics in
3-D corresponding to the location that the captions appear.  The
author's hypothesis is that reading this object should be a spatially
synergetic experience.  However, the self-adhesive captions are not durable 
enough for a pedagogical object in daily classroom use.

IMPROVEMENTS TO THE CAD AND MANUFACTURING PROCESS

The indicated improvement to the idea of applying captions to a surface
which describes mathematics or science is to create a 3-D CAD model of the
DotsPlus Braille font, to compose the caption text and to apply it to the
surface in CAD, then to build the surface with captions in one operation.

The author has created a set of three-dimensional CAD geometry to
describe the DotsPlus(tm) standard font and has created a prototype system
in the Alias|Wavefront Maya 3-D modeling software package for composing
lines of DotsPlus(tm) Braille text, from typed ASCII character strings.[11]
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The author has demonstrated creating a 3-D prototype of an object
containing modeled-in Braille text using Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM).
[12]  The object used in this demonstration, however, was a simple
cylinder.  In general, figures from Science and Mathematics are more
complex than this.  There remains work to be done to effectively
integrate blocks of tactile text with free-form surfaces of arbitrary
geometry.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

At this juncture, we encounter some fundamental difficulties in matching
CAD modeling techniques with Computer-Aided Rapid Prototyping and
Manufacturing techniques in order to build a pipeline through which a
scientific object can flow from design to a physical model for classroom
use.

The author has demonstrated a method of mapping the X-Y-Z coordinate
axes of a block of 3-D Braille text into the U-V-N coordinate space
of a parametric surface, such as a NURBS surface.[13][14]  This operation
is similar in principle to the 'creep' Surface Operation (SOP) from
Side Effects Software's 'prisms' and 'Houdini' modeling packages.[15]

The 'creep' operation produces the desired effect of applying text
onto a free-form surface, however, it typically requires a parametric
surface.  Computer-Aided Rapid Prototyping industry typically requires
a "water-tight" 'STL' file, which contains nothing but triangle polygons.
[5][9]

Rapid Prototyping does not support parametric surfaces.  It requires
all triangles, tessellated from a parametric surface to share adjacent
edges without exception, to form a "water-tight," closed surface model.
This is typically not possible when tessellating parametric surfaces,
because a model formed from multiple parametric surface patches will
typically not be "stitched," "welded" or "Water-tight" at the seams
between the patches.

Polygon surface models originating from scientific visualization,
geometric "iso-surfaces," [16] for example, or 'implicit' surface
evaluations[7] will typically be unordered triangles and not parametric
surfaces.

Using the "winged-edge" model of polygon mesh representation, it is
possible to navigate a polygonal surface from face-to-face topologically
across the edges.[17]  Via this method, one can draw lines on a polygon
mesh which can delineate a rectangular 'parametric region' on the surface.
One can then place a NURBS surface into this region and use it to map
in the Braille text caption.  This is the method the author proposes
to employ to fully accomplish the stated task.
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